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We at CAA USA want to thank you for making the MCK the most popular handgun 
conversion kit in America.  We are very proud that the MCK is 100% made in the USA. 
You will see throughout the catalog that we will illustrate a little about the evolution 
of our American Flag.

Our MCK and by definition this catalog were designed to stand on three different 
“legs”: Law Enforcement, Home Defense, and Recreational Shooting. We truly believe 
the MCK has become the most fun range gun accessory in America.

Our new Generation 2 MCK was designed with the input we received from you, our 
loyal customers. The MCK Gen 2 has been received with incredible enthusiasm and is 
a great addition to our already world famous, MCK family.

2020 is going to be a great year with new models coming out such as the Springfield 
Armory XD, XDM series, the HK VP9 and the CZ P10 series.

Thank you again for making CAA USA what we are today.

With much respect,

LTC (Ret.) Mikey Hartman
CEO – CAA USA

MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO:
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MCK
GENERATION 2

GLOCK | 17/19
REBELLIOUS STRIPES 1767



W H I T EO D G5

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

DESCRIPTION
Glock collectively represents the bestsell ing l ine of handguns in the United States.  Glock has built  a reputation known for reliabil ity and performance. 
The Glock pistol became the off icial  sidearm of the Austrian military and police in 1982. Glock was introduced to the United States in the mid- 1980s 
and has since been enjoyed by mill ions of recreational shooters and trusted by law enforcement off icers al l  over the United States and the world.

The MCK Generation 2 is our latest and greatest creation and was released to the public in December 2019.   The MCK Gen2 follows in the tradition of 
being the fastest assembly/disassembly conversion kit on the market and is made 100% in the USA. It  wil l  accept the Glock 17,19,19X,22,23,25,31 ,32,45 
in Generations 3,4 ,5,  including the compensated models and includes a port for a spare magazine/drum. The MCK Gen2 provides the same superior 
platform as our MCK Gen 1 but with 8 upgraded features:

1 .  New extended stabil izer which allows the user to f ire the Gen 2 MCK in the folded and locked position. The new stabil izer                              
   is  compatible with all  of the MCK Gen 1 family.
2 .  The rear door extends back an additional 15 degrees,  making it  easier to insert and extract the handgun
3. Accommodates up to 1 .1- inch suppressor height sights
4. A new patent pending charging handle which makes more surface contact with the rear of the handgun sl ide
5.  Comes standard with an aluminum top Picatinny rail  for improved stabil ity,  durabil ity,  and accuracy.  It  also allows you      
    to shoot with compensated Glock models.
6 .  Brass catcher- Made for those who reload and for keeping the range clean. It ’s only available for the MCK Gen 2 and   
    sold separately.
7.  Magazine Catch – improved spare magazine holder that operates with a magazine catch and release button
8. Suppressor f riendly and can accommodate a suppressor up to 1 .38 inches in diameter

The patent pending ergonomic grip allows for increased comfort and stabil ity that has not been seen in the market until 
now. The MCKGEN2 is available with the stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) and Stock (NFA*) .

Additional colors available for this kit that are not shown:



F D ET U N G S T E N 6

GENERATION 2
MICRO CONVERSION KIT

NEW PRODUCT 2020

GLOCK | 17/19

GLOCK |  17/19
KIT COLOR SHOWN: BLACK

SKU MSRP

MCKGEN2 $299.00
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MCK
SPRINGFIELD

CONTINENTAL COLORS 1775



11 O D GB L A C K

DESCRIPTION

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

The Springf ield Armory name is rich with history and quality going back to 1795,  when General George Washington 
organized the Springf ield Armory for production of muskets.  This tradition continues with Springf ield Armory’s series 
of XD handguns.

In 2002, the XD was introduced and has been selected for use by many law enforcement agencies in the United States 
and international armed forces.  In 2009, the XDM was developed with the competitive shooter in mind. It  featured a 
match-grade barrel ,  competition sights,  upgraded trigger and interchangeable grips.

The MCKSA was developed in a joint venture with Springf ield Armory and released to the public in January 2020. 
We designed the MCK based on Springf ield Armory’s exact specif ications.  The MCKSA can accommodate 16 different 
handguns (XD, XD MOD 2,  XDM, and XDM Elite) in multiple calibers (9mm, .40, 10mm, .45) .  The MCKSA wil l  come with 
seven different charging handles (differences in the rear serrations) and f its four different barrel sizes (3.8/4/4 .5/5) 
al lowing each pistol to be inserted into the MCK without any changes to the handgun. The MCKSA provides the steady 
platform of a long gun which increases your stabil ity and accuracy.

The MCKSA comes standard with a short stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) or Stock (NFA*) .
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MICRO CONVERSION KIT
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
KIT COLOR SHOWN: FDE

T U N G S T E NW H I T E

NEW PRODUCT 2020

SKU MSRP

MCKSA $275.00
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GENERATION 1

GLOCK | 17/19

MCK
GADSDEN 1775



B L A C KF D E19

DESCRIPTION

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

Additional colors available for this kit that are not shown:

Glocks are consistently the most popular handguns in the United States.  Glock pistols are well  known for their
dependabil ity and quality.  They are being carried by law enforcement and military off icers on a daily basis.  The Glock 
pistol can be found on any range on any given day.

The MCK (Micro Conversion Kit)  is made 100% in the USA and was released to the public in December 2018.  It  is the 
fastest assembly/ disassembly conversion kit on the market .  The MCK wil l  accept the Glock 17,19,19X,22,23,25,31 ,32,45 in 
Generations 3,4 ,5 and provides a port for a spare magazine/drum. The MCK increases your accuracy and stabil ity by
providing more points of contact with the shooter ’s body. The patent pending ergonomic grip allows for increased
stabil ity and truly ground-breaking comfort .

The MCK has become one of the most popular range guns in America and has been picked up by numerous law
enforcement agencies across the country.

The MCK is available in two versions,  Stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) and Stock (NFA*) .



W H I T EO D G 20

GENERATION 1

GLOCK | 17/19

GLOCK |  17/19
KIT COLOR SHOWN: TUNGSTEN

MICRO CONVERSION KIT

SKU MSRP

MCK $249.00
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MCK
GLOCK 20/21

BETSY ROSS 1776



F D ET U N G S T E N25

DESCRIPTION

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

The Glock 20 (10mm) and 21 ( .45 caliber) are the most popular large caliber handguns offered by Glock. In 1990, the Glock 
21 was released to help facil itate Glock’s rapid expansion in the civi l ian market .  In 1991,  the Glock 20 was introduced as 
Glock’s f irst 10mm handgun. The Glock 20/21 were designed for police and military use,  but have been favored by
civi l ians for self-defense, sport-shooting, and hunting.

The MCK for the Glock 20/21 was released in February 2019 and was designed to handle the large caliber Glock pistols. 
The MCK21 wil l  accommodate the Glock 20 (10MM) and Glock 21 ( .45 Caliber) in the same kit .  The MCK21 is made 100% in 
the USA and allows you to place the Glock 20/21 into the kit without any need for tools and is done in seconds. It
provides the stable platform of a long gun which increases your accuracy and stabil ity.  The higher caliber makes the 
MCK even more benef icial  to the shooter because of the minimized effect of the recoil .

The MCK21 is available in two versions,  Stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) and Stock (NFA*) .

Additional colors available for this kit that are not shown:



O D GB L A C K 26

GLOCK | 20/21

GLOCK |  20/21
KIT COLOR SHOWN: WHITE

MICRO CONVERSION KIT

SKU MSRP

MCK21 $249.00
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MCK
SIG SAUER P320

BENNINGTON 1776



T U N G S T E NW H I T E33

DESCRIPTION

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

The Sig Sauer P320 is another superior handgun in the Sig Sauer family.  In 2014 , the P320 was introduced to the United 
States.  A modif ied version of the P320 was recently adopted by the United States Army, United States Marine Corps, 
United States Air Force and United States Navy.

The MCKSIG was launched in April  2019 and wil l  accommodate the P320 9mm/.40 caliber full  size and compact.  The 
handgun can be placed into the conversion kit quickly and without any need of a foreign object ,  i .e .  screwdriver,  Allen 
key,  etc .  nor without any need to disassemble your handgun just insert your P320 and you’re ready to go.  The MCKSIG 
makes anyone a better shooter and it  is a perfect solution for home defense and a fun range gun.

The MCKSIG is available in two versions,  Stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) and Stock (NFA*) .



B L A C KF D E 34

MICRO CONVERSION KIT
SIG SAUER P320

SIG SAUER P320
KIT COLOR SHOWN: ODG

SKU MSRP

MCKSIG $249.00
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MCK
SMITH & WESSON

COWPENS 1781



W H I T EO D G39

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

DESCRIPTION

The Smith and Wesson M&P (Mil itary and Police) handgun was introduced in 2005. The M&P solidif ied Smith and Wesson 
in the striker-f ire handgun market .  It  is being used by numerous law enforcement agencies al l  over the United States. 
It  has found a niche in the civi l ian and competitive shooting market too. In 2018,  Smith and Wesson launched the M&P 
2.0.  This upgraded version of the original featured a better trigger system, barrel ,  and textured grip.

The MCK for Smith and Wesson M&P 2.0 was released in March 2019 and was subsequently released again for the M&P 
Gen 1 .0 in May 2019.  It  is 100% made in the USA and provides a stable platform for increased stabil ity and accuracy.  The 
MCK S&W will  make you the envy of al l  your f riends at the range and the center of attention.

The MCK for the Smith and Wesson M&P wil l  accommodate 9mm/.40 caliber in full  and compact size.  The chassis is
identical for both versions other than using a different locking door due to the change in length f rom the pistol grip to 
the accessory rail  underneath the barrel .

It  is available in two versions,  Stabil izer brace (Non-NFA) and Stock (NFA*) .



F D ET U N G S T E N 40

MICRO CONVERSION KIT
SMITH & WESSON

SMITH & WESSON
KIT COLOR SHOWN: BLACK

GEN 1

GEN 2 SKU MSRP

MCKSWMP
MCKSWMPGEN1

$249.00
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ACCESSORIES
& GENERAL PRODUCTS

INDIAN PEACE 1803



ADVANCED UPGRADE KIT
MCK

INTEGRAL FRONT FLASHLIGHT

POLYMER THUMB RESTS

POLYMER FRONT & REAR SIGHTS

PUSH BUTTON SLING SWIVEL

ONE POINT SLING

Ambidextrous flashlight provides 500 Lumens of brightness to illuminate your target and your 
surroundings. Flashlight is removed by depressing the tabs on the side of the platform underneath 
the shroud and is a proprietary item. The flashlight can be rotated to place the power button in the 
shooter’s preferred position and powered by a standard CR 123 battery (included).  The flashlight has 
four unique functions, low lumen level, high lumen level, strobe and timer.

The pair of thumb rests easily attach to the side Picatinny Rails. The thumb rests prevent your support 
hand from moving towards the muzzle and provides isometric tension for steadier shooting. Designed 
for both left- and right-hand shooters and can be assembled on any weapon that has a side Picatinny 
Rail. The MCKTHR is one of the most popular add-ons to the MCK.

The MCK Front and Rear Flip-Up Sights securely attach to the top of the Picatinny Rail and uses a
simple and quick pull- to- release system. The low-profile front sight features a quick adjust center
post for elevation. It includes the standard A2 style, double peep aperture with notch sight and are
click adjustable for windage. The MCK logo is embedded in both sights.

The Push Button Sling Swivel is constructed of steel for long lasting durability. It provides a quick
release attachment for slings and will accept slings up to 1.6” without binding. The PBSS is
proprietary for the MCK and attaches to the MCK underneath the rear housing.

The One Point Sling is ideal for CQB or for an outdoor range. The sling allows for easy movement
when operating in tight spaces. The sling maintains its structure and provides comfortable carry
options. It is fully adjustable to fit all body sizes. The side release buckle allows for quick release and
frees up your hands. The bungee cord allows you to lengthen the sling when needed.

MSRPSKU

MCKFL $68.00

MSRPSKU

MCKTHR $19.50

MSRPSKU

MCKFBUS $35.00

MCKRBUS $35.00

MSRPSKU

MCKPBSS $20.00

MSRPSKU

MCKOPS $30.00
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ATTACHMENT

P O LY M E R  R E A R  S I G H T

P O LY M E R  F R O N T  S I G H T

F L A S H L I G H T

P U S H  B U T T O N
S L I N G  S W I V E L

O N E  P O I N T  S L I N G

Displayed is the visual instruction and placement of the Advanced Upgrade Kit accessories on the MCK. 

P O LY M E R  T H U M B  R E S T S
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NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

ACCESSORIES

RED & GREEN LASER

KNIFE

UNIVERSAL GLOCK HOLSTER

BELT HOLSTER FOR MCK

The Red/Green Lasers allow the shooter to acquire a target quickly without using their sights. The
Red/ Green Laser utilizes a 123 battery (included) and fits firmly into the designated flashlight
compartment of the MCK. Using the laser, you can fire from the hip as well as shooting on the
move.

The patent pending MCK Knife is a 3” 7CR17MOV Steel Blade with a four-inch grip which attaches 
securely into the MCK spare magazine holder. Includes MCK to Knife Grip Adapter, Adapter
Removal Tool & Knife Holster. The adapter can be removed when not in use to allow for spare
magazine placement.

Universal Glock Holster is an IWB holster including a belt clip at a 12-degree angle. Made from the
same material as the Glock pistols. Compatible with all generations of Glock (17, 19, 19x, 22, 23, 25, 31, 
32, 34, 35 &amp; 45). With no moving parts, positive passive retention technology, and three internal
leaf springs, maintaining internal weapon contact. Available in Black, OD Green, FDE, Tungsten &
White.

The Belt Holster is designed exclusively for carrying the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK). Built to fit
all belt sizes and locks quickly in place. The holster is angled to allow for a quick and easy draw.
Includes: Picatinny Rail attachment, Belt Holster and Allen key. Right-handed only.

MSRPSKU

MCKKNIFE $119.99

MSRPSKU

MCKLR $89.95

MCKLG $89.95

MSRPSKU

MCKGCH $44.95

MCKGCHL $44.95

MSRPSKU

BHM $69.95



NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

NEW ITEM

MSRPSKU

MCKBC $49.95

BRASS CATCHER

The MCK Brass Catcher is made for those that reload and for keeping the range clean. It connects
with a screw on one side and a magnet on the other. It has a Velcro release at the bottom that easily
allows the shooter to empty the casings.

ALUMINUM TOP PICATINNY RAIL

The Aluminum Picatinny Rail comes standard with the MCK Gen2. The revamped Picatinny Rail
increases stability, durability, and accuracy. The 12-inch military spec rail accepts backup sights and
optics. The aluminum rail is easily installed and can be purchased as an aftermarket add-on or with
any MCK. The aluminum rail allows a compensated pistol to be used inside the MCK.

GEN. 2 EXTENDED STABILIZER

Constructed of high-impact polymer and TPE rubber that is lighter and more durable than
conventional rubber. MCK Gen 2 can fire in the folded and locked position. Compatible with Gen 1
& Gen 2 MCKs and is intended to be secured to your arm with the Velcro strap. Exclusively licensed to 
CAA USA by SB Tactical, patent owner, the MCK is the only handgun conversion kit authorized to use 
this brace. Non NFA item.

SHORT STABILIZER

MSRPSKU

MCKSBLGEN2 $64.95

MSRPSKU

MCKSB $49.95

MSRPSKU

MCKTPR $69.95

Short Stabilizer Brace is designed with the intention of being secured to your arm with the Velcro
strap. It allows for easy mobility in close quarters and is a Non NFA item. The MCKSB can be folded 
for more compact carry. Exclusively licensed to CAA USA by SB Tactical, patent owner, the MCK is the 
only handgun conversion kit authorized to use this brace.



ACCESSORIES

EXTENDED STABILIZER

NFA STOCK STABILIZER

The Extended Stabilizer Brace provides a more stable platform which increases your stability and
accuracy and is designed with the intention of being secured to your arm with the Velcro strap. It is
a Non NFA item. Exclusively licensed to CAA USA by SB Tactical, patent owner, the MCK is the only 
handgun conversion kit authorized to use this brace. Comes standard with all the Gen 1 MCKs.

DRUM MAGAZINE 

The Drum Magazine is available for Glock handguns (Gen 3,4,5) in four calibers (9mm/50 rounds,
.40/50 rounds, 10mm/40 rounds and .45/40 rounds). The drum magazine also works with Glock
magazine compatible carbines and AR platforms. Features include heat-treated internal chrome
silicon wire spring for maximum reliability and smooth feeding, and special finger taps for quick 
and easy reloading.

EXTENDED MAGAZINE

The Glock extended magazine for Glock 9mm and Glock 40 pistols has a capacity of 33-rounds.
The Glock extended magazine for Glock .45 Auto pistols has a capacity of 26-rounds. The magazine
features an all-black polymer construction and works with Glock pistols (Gen 3 or later) and 
Glock-compatible carbines and AR Platforms.

MSRPSKU

GLOCK-DRUM $129.99

MSRPSKU

EXTENDED-MAGAZINES $19.99

MSRPSKU

MCKSTK $49.95

MSRPSKU

MCKSBL $49.95

The NFA stock is similar to a rifle stock. It provides a steady platform when firing the MCK. The NFA 
Stock is designed to be placed against the shoulder allowing for increased stability and accuracy.
The NFA stock requires an ATF Tax stamp on the pistol designated to the kit.



W I T H O U T  L O G O W I T H  L O G O

DEMONSTRATION STAND

TRAINING HANDGUN

The Demonstration Stand is constructed of durable plastic material. Allows for a quick and
seamless way to present the MCK on a store counter. The demonstration stand can also
accommodate the CAA Training Handgun.

The Training Handgun is constructed of polymer and replicates the Glock 19. The Training Handgun 
can be placed inside the MCK kit for display in retail stores or for safely practicing insertion /removal 
of the pistol from the MCK. It is also a great way to teach handgun safety. It is available in Black and 
White.

BALLISTIC SLING BAG

Built especially for the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK) and MCK accessories. Ballistic Sling Bag features 
a HK snap sewn directly to the top of the bag which allows the MCK to be attached and deployed 
from the bag, quickly and smoothly. The zipper pocket on the rear of the sling bag will
accommodate a 10x12 Ballistic Plate. Comes with or without CAA USA logo.

MEASUREMENTS:

Length: 17 in.
Width: 13 in.
Depth: 3 in.

MICRO RED DOT

The Micro Red Dot (MRD) was a joint venture with Primary Arms and CAA USA. The MRD is
designed to aid in rapid target acquisition in all lighting conditions. Featuring 1,000 hours of battery
(included) life on a single CR2032 battery and has eleven illumination settings. The glass is fog
resistant, multi-coated to reduce reflection and features a 2 MOA Red Dot. Includes a 1.5” riser to
lower 1/3 co-witness the sights.

MSRPSKU

BSB/BSBLOGO $125.00

MSRPSKU

MRD $130.00

MSRPSKU

DST $20.00

MSRPSKU

THG $20.00

THGW $20.00
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GENERAL PRODUCTS

MSRPSKU

KEYC02 $4.99

MSRPSKU

$4.99

MSRPSKU

HAT MCK $19.95

MSRPSKU

HCAP1S $22.99HARTMAN LOGO CAP

MCK HAT

The Hartman baseball cap is available in Black or Red with the Hartman logo.

MH1 KEYCHAIN

MCK KEYCHAIN

The official keychain of the Micro Conversion Kit (MCK).

The MCK hat is Charcoal Gray Chino material with Black mesh. Proudly display the MCK logo at
the range or just around town. Fully adjustable and made in the USA.

MCK KEYCHAIN

MCK PATCH

The MCK logo on a velcro patch.

HARTMAN PATCH

The Hartman logo on a velcro patch.

MSRPSKU

MCK PATCH $4.99

MSRPSKU

HP $4.99

The official keychain of the MH1.



CAA MCK SHIRT

The CAA MCK Shirt is constructed of a high-quality cotton blend. The MCK logo is displayed on
the frontside and the MCK is displayed on the backside.

Available sizes: SM-3XL

SKU

CTSHIRTSM

MSRP

$19.95

CAA POLO SHIRT

The CAA Polo Shirt is constructed of a lightweight poly-blend material. The MCK logo is on the left 
side of the chest and the MCK displayed on the back.

Available sizes: SM-3XL

SKU

SHIRT POLO

MSRP

$19.99
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*NFA – The stock model classif ies your MCK as a short barrel rifle (SBR). This requires you to register your handgun with the ATF ($200 Tax Stamp). You can only designate one handgun for the MCK.


